
Swing/Blues Dance in KW

Swing and Blues dancing are styles of dance 
that are done to many different types of jazz, 
blues,  and  other  music.  There  are  always 
opportunities  in  town  to  go  to  learn  these 
styles  or  to  improve  on  your  current  level! 
During  the  summer  there  is  dancing  every 
Thursday at Waterloo Park, and every month 
the  KWSDS holds  a  dance  which  includes 
lessons beforehand. Also, dancers can often 
be  found  other  places,  like  at  Bobby 
O'Brien's on Wednesday nights.

Check  out  www.waterlooswing.com for 
more information.

Swing/Blues Dance at the KBF

In  addition  to  the  great  live  music  that  is 
provided every year,  in  2008 the Kitchener 
Blues Festival has included a full  30 minute 
show on Swing and Blues dance,  hosted 
by the KWSDS. This show will be at 2:45 pm 
on Saturday at the Tent Stage.

This  time  will  be  spent  giving  a  short 
introductory  dance  lesson  to  the  audience, 
followed  by  a  high-energy  performance  by 
the Waterloo Swing Crew.

We invite everyone to help out with the show 
by joining the lesson and by adding energy to 
the performance. Before and after the show 
is  also  a  great  time  to  dance,  so  that  the 
crowd  can  see  what  we're  all  about.  Of 
course,  we recommend that  you  come out 
and enjoy all the other bands throughout the 
weekend as well!

Thanks

Dance It Up at the KBF is brought to you by 
the  Kitchener-Waterloo  Swing  Dance 
Society, with special thanks to  Jeff Stager. 
Also  a  big  thanks  to  Rob  Deyman – 
president of the Kitchener Blues Festival and 
guitarist in the Waterstreet Blues Band – for 
his  support  of  the  local  swing  and  blues 
dance scene.

Thanks as well to the Waterloo Swing Crew 
for contributing a swing performance to the 
dance show on Saturday.

Questions? Comments?

For any more information about Dance It Up 
at  the KBF,  or  to  ask any questions about 
swing  and  blues  dancing  in  the  Kitchener-
Waterloo  area,  please  contact  the  KWSDS 
at:

info@waterlooswing.com
www.waterlooswing.com
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Weekend Summary

There  are  tons  of  great  bands playing this 
weekend all over downtown, so unfortunately 
there isn't time to see everything. We've put 
together  a  list  of  the  best  bands  to  see, 
based on music and on danceability.

There are also late-night concerts to go to, 
and  we  have  two  special  dance  events! 
There is a dance show at 2:45 on Saturday, 
and  then  we're  going  to  have  a  picnic 
dinner in Victoria Park starting around 4:30. 
Pre-order pizza (bring $5 to the dance show 
or RSVP with Martin) or bring your own food, 
and we might even bring some music along 
with us...

Notes

MS Main Stage
TS Tent Stage
CS Children's Stage
WS Workshop Stage
VP Victoria Park (see map)

FSB Frederick St Blues – 385 Frederick
BB Bobby O'Brien's – 125 King W

Remember,  most  surfaces  will  be  concrete 
so don't bring your good dance shoes.

The late-night dances are indoors, not at the 
festival stages.

It can be useful to bring earplugs, water, and 
sunscreen.

Friday

6:00 Rita Chiarelli MS
7:30 Commander Cody MS
8:30 The SOULution TS
9:15 Fabulous Thunderbirds MS

11:00 Johnny Max Band FSB

Saturday

12:00 Alysha Brillinger MS
12:50 Daddy Long Legs MS
1:45 Mendelson Joe TS
2:45 KWSDS Dance Show TS
3:15 Duke Robillard TS
4:30 Picnic Dinner VP
7:30 Big James MS
9:15 Robert Cray Band MS

11:00 Commander Cody BB

Sunday

12:30 Mark “Bird” Stafford CS
2:00 Ken Whitely CS
3:30 Fruteland Jackson CS
4:10 Mavis Staples MS
6:00 Mel Brown MS

Site Map

Note:  Picnic location is at  the flag on the map 
above. Meet by the tall memorial in Victoria Park, 
near the bus terminal (by Joseph and David).


